Fashion Decades -1950s

After the austerity and uniforms of the war years
Dior’s ‘New Look’ with full skirts and
cinched waist, was a celebration of femininity.

Fashion Decades - 1960s

Short skirts, tights (rather than stockings), low
heeled shoes, long boots, and long or bobbed
hair. A time of optimism and youth that moved
away from couture to accessible fashion.

Mod culture valued style and appearance. London
was the centre of this tailored movement of two
tone trousers, paisley and patterned shirts, fishtail
parkas and the Harrington Jacket – and longer hair.

Fashion Decades - 1970s

Platform shoes and flares are iconic 70s wear. There was a
revival of historic looks with shops such as Biba, and Laura
Ashley. Cloche hats, midi and maxi skirts, and pant suits;
long romantic ‘hippy’ dresses and kaftans with embroidery
and embellishment.

Tight trousers with bell bottoms, waistcoats and
tank tops, men's fashion relaxed with polo
jumpers daringly replacing a shirt and tie. Suits
developed wide lapels, kipper ties and a return by
some to the double breasted jacket and turnups.
A more androgynous look saw everything from
unisex jeans to David Bowie and glam rock
jumpsuits.

Then Came Punk

Fashion Decades - 1980s

Women were making an impact; power
dressing was in. From shoulder pads
and Gucci handbag to the ‘I am me’ look
of Madonna and Bananarama . For
leisure, there was keep-fit lycra, leg
warmers and Reebok trainers.

Men revived the ‘dandy’ look through the ‘New
Romantics’ . Power jackets, baggy trousers, make-up
and carefully styled hair. The styled suit came back ,
for business with the ubiquitous red braces, and
flashy socks of the filofaxed Yuppie.

Fashion Decades
1990 - 2000s
Simple casual and cool - denim and ‘grunge’, plaid
skirts, turtlenecks, slip dresses, and accessories.
Self-expression was all as
epitomized by The Spice
Girls.

Low-rise jeans meant
eating was out. Life for
men was easier with
oversized cargo pants.

Fashion Decades - 2010s

-

The fashion of celebrities gleaned from Instagram
mixed with street style for the busy woman – heavy boots,
leggings, oversized sweaters and doing the school run
in your PJs !

A revival of classic menswear with a twist in the type
of fabric, cut, or styling.

